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Abstract 
Baccelli, F., W.A. Massey and P.E. Wright, Determining the exit time distribution for a closed cyclic 
network, Theoretical Computer Science 125 (1994) 149-165. 
Consider a closed, N-node, cyclic network, where each node has an independent, exponential single 
server. Using lattice-Bessel functions, we can explicitly solve for the transition probabilities ofevents 
that occur prior to one of the nodes becoming empty. This calculation entails associating with 
this absorbing process a symmetry group that is the semidirect product of simpler groups. As 
a byproduct, we are able to compute explicitly the entire spectrum for the finite-dimensional matrix 
generator of this process. When the number of nodes exceeds 1, such a spectrum is no longer purely 
real. Moreover, we are also able to obtain the quasistationary distribution or the limiting behavior 
of the network conditioned on no node ever being idle. 
1. Introduction 
The closed cyclic Jackson network with N nodes and total population K is 
equivalent to the N node open tandem Jackson network (see [4]) with global blocking 
at K. This last network is basic in the so-called window flow control mechanism of 
communication systems: each queue represents a channel of the circuit and K repres- 
ents the size of the window. The interest in the transient behavior of these types of 
systems mainly originates in the computation of the distribution of the time to 
blocking from a given initial condition and of its asymptotics. With this system, we are 
making a first step in a multidimensional generalization of a spectral analysis of birth 
and death processes as in [6]. 
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Let N,(t) be a Poisson process with rate ,u. From it we can construct the following 
multidimensional process on Z N, the N-dimensional integer lattice. Define Z(t) to be 
a randomized random walk on ZN, where 
Z(t)=Z(O)+ 2 Npj(t)uj. 
j=O 
The Poisson processes Npj(t) are independent with possibly distinct rates pj. If any 
vector n in ZN can be written uniquely as II = (n 1, . . . , flN) = I;= i njej, we define the Uj’S 
as 
1 
el, j=O, 
Vj= -eN, j=N, 
ej+l -ej, otherwise. 
The Uj’s correspond to the allowed transitions of the series queueing network. For all 
0 <j < N, the transfer of a customer from node j to node j+ 1 (due to a service 
completion at node j) corresponds to a transition from state n to state n + Uj. In 
Massey [7], it was shown that the transition probabilities for Z(t) can be written as 
P,(Z(t)=n)=e- (N+ l)at~fl-mZ(,-rrz,(N+ l)yt), (1.1) 
where a and y are, respectively, the arithmetic and geometric means of p. to PN, /I is 
the following vector: 
with/Y-“=fly=i /?y-“J, and finally Z(n, .) is a lattice-Bessel function of rank N. These 
special functions were defined by the generating function relation as follows: 
C x”I(n,y)=exp(& i x’j), 
IlCHN I 0 
where x=(x1, . . . . XN) and the Xj’S are nonzero complex numbers. We will denote the 
complex conjugate of some xj as Xj. For the case of N= 1, this reduces to the 
generating function definition for modified Bessel functions where u. = 1, u1 = - 1, and 
1 x”1&)=exp(f(x+i)). 
ncz 
(1.2) 
From this definition, many properties of these lattice-Bessel functions follow. In this 
paper, we will need only their symmetry properties. For the proposition below, we 
define Aut(ZN), the group of automorphisms on ZN, as the set of invertible N x N 
matrices such that both the matrix and its inverse are integer-valued. 
Proposition 1.1. Let GN c Aut(ZN), where 
G,=(n~I(n,y)=I(rr(n),y) for all mZ”}. 
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We then have 
6) GN is equal to the group of matrices that act as permutations on the set 
{%,...,vN}, 
(ii) Z”, is a fundamental domain for GN. 
For the case of N=l, we have G,=(l,-l}. The fact that Z+={O,1,2,...j is 
a fundamental domain of Z with respect to the group action Gi merely states that 
every integer is either nonnegative or the negative of one. Later, we will generalize the 
way in which we can uniquely characterize zero with respect to this group G1 since 
o= -0. 
In [7], lattice-Bessel functions were introduced to solve the exit time problem from 
the interior of Zy for the series Jackson network. This was achieved by observing that 
this problem was equivalent to determining the transition probabilities for the process 
Z(t) where it is absorbed on the boundary of Z”, . The solution is constructed by 
a symmetry argument, exploiting the fact that ZT is afundamental domain for GN. This 
is a minimal subset of Z N such that, when the group GN acts on this set, we can recover 
all of ZN. From this solution we then solved for the joint density of hitting the 
boundary of Z: at time t, and the state on the boundary that is attained. This was 
accomplished by using the martingale techniques in [l]. 
In this paper, we determine the analogous transition probabilities for an (N + l)- 
node, closed cyclic network possessing a fixed number K of customers. This model is 
equivalent to that of an N-node series Jackson network with the added feature of 
global blocking. New customers are refused entrance into this pipeline system if the 
current number in there equals K. The state space for this process is A, where 
njdK and njEZ 
If we wish to ignore the absorbing states, then our state space can be restricted to its 
interior A * where 
A*={(nl,...,nN)i nj>O,il nj<K and njEZ}. 
While the state space A is finite compared to Z”,, solving for the corresponding 
absorbing process is more complicated. The notions of group actions, fundamental 
domains, and semidirect products of groups all become essential to the exact solution 
of this problem through the use of lattice-Bessel functions. For a more detailed 
treatment of these algebraic concepts, we refer the reader to [S], in particular the 
discussion of crystallographic groups. 
Moreover, we construct a queueing network model for which the complete spec- 
trum of the generator can be determined. When N exceeds 1, we have examples of 
transient solutions for Markovian network processes that are not reversible, with 
a spectrum that is not purely real. 
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2. Semidirect product 
Let 59N be the Cartesian product of ZN and GN endowed with the following binary 
operation: 
(ml,gl)n(mz,92)-(m1+91(mz),9192). (2.1) 
Since GN c Aut (Z N), 9N is a group under this operation where (0, e) is the identity, and 
(m,g)-‘~(-g-‘(m),g-‘). We say that 9NriZN x,GN is the semidirect product of ZN 
and GN. The motivation for the semidirect product comes from Euclidean geometry. 
The group of rigid motions equals the semidirect product of the group of translations 
(which corresponds to ZN) and the group of rotations (which corresponds to GN). 
A discrete group of this type would arise in the study of symmetries in lattices. 
We define GA’) to be the natural embedding of GN into 9N where 
G~“‘={(O,g)lgEGN}. 
For any vector m in ZN, we define GA!“’ as 
G~m:“‘~(m,e)-‘~G~‘~(m,e). 
Consider a cyclic closed network with N + 1 nodes and K customers. We associate 
with it the following subgroup of 9N: 
9K,N=(GlyO),G,$K:Kro)). 
Proposition 2.1. Let A equal the following sublattice of ZN: 
A={K.~~ liVi1 1iEZ and i0 li=O}. 
We then have 
(2.2) 
g~.N=/f X, GN. (2.3) 
Proof. Let X equal n x, GN. Since elements of GN merely permute the Vi’s, we can 
easily show that 2 is a group. Direct computation shows that CL’) and GhK”“) are 
subgroups of 2 and hence gK, N S 2. 
To show the converse, note that any element of GrUo) is of the form (K(g(uo)- 
uO),g). One special case of the group operation is 
So applying (O,g-‘) to the right of(K(g(u,)-uv,),g) shows that (K(ui-u,),e) belongs 
to gK,N for all i. Applying a different (0,g) to the right shows that (K(Ui-U,),g) 
belongs to gK,N for all g in GN and all i. Letting g1 equal to e, the composition formula 
reduces to 
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we see that any element of the form (K. I:= I li(Ui-ug),g) belongs to gK,N. Defining 
lo= -I;=, li, we see that PG%~,, and SO I?‘=%~,~. 0 
Let each element of gN act on ZN by defining 
(m,s)(n)=s(n)+m. 
The composition law for these mappings is exactly the group operation (2.1) defined 
for the semidirect product. Clearly, n is playing the role of a translation and g serves as 
our “rotation”. 
Let {wO, . . . . wN) be a subset of ZN where their integer span [wO, . . . . wN] equals ZN 
and I”=, wj=O. We will call such a set a projective basis of ZN and associate with it the 
following set of objects: 
(4 G(w)= {automorphisms on ZN that permute the WjP}, 
(iv) 
To give a queueing motivation to the state space A = A(u), recall that the Vj correspond 
to the transitions of an N-node series Jackson network. Each element in A(u) 
corresponds to adding some sequence of transitions to 0 such that we do not violate 
the restrictions on transitions for a flow-controlled, series Jackson network. For 
example, we must have lf > l]?; I since, starting from an empty system, we must always 
have the number of arrivals at node j+ 1 for O< j< N exceed the number of departures 
from node j + 1. Similarly, we must have l,* - 1, < K since the number of arrivals to 
the network can never exceed the number of departures from the network by more 
than K. 
For the case of N = 1, A equals the set {0, 1, . . . , K}, the state space for an M/M/I/K 
queue, and gK, 1 equals the discrete group that generates the set of reflected images for 
all reflections about 0 and K. Such a group is the semidirect product of G1 = { - 1, l} 
and A = 2K Z (see [3, p. 3691). Now Z/A equals Z 2 K or the group of integers modulo 
2K and it can be represented as 
Z,,g{-(K-1) ,..., -l,O,l,..., K}. (2.4) 
Now we can define ZZK/G1 by equating any two elements of ZZK if one is the negative 
of the other. For any integer n, the set {n, -n} is the orbit of n with respect to G1. Of 
course, 0= -0 but we also have K = -K modulo 2K, so finally we have 
z~lG1g.0, f,...,K), (2.5) 
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which is A. Also observe that only 0 and K do not have full orbits (full here means 2) 
and so 
A*g{l,...,K-1). (2.6) 
Thus, this group action gK,i can reconstruct A, the state space for the M/M/I/K 
queue, and distinguish between the interior and boundary of A. We will generalize 
these results for all N in the next theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let {wO, . . . , wN} be a projective basis of ZN. We can induce a G(w)-action 
on ZN/A(w), such that 
A(w)r(ZN/A(w))/G(w). 
Moreover, if ((ZN/,4(w))/G(w))* denotes the set of G(w)-coset representatives from 
elements in ZN/A(w) that havefull orbits (the orbit has the same cardinality as the group), 
then 
d*(w)~((Z~/A(w))/G(w))*. 
Proof. If we set Wj=Uj for j=O ,,.., N, then G(w)=G,, A(w)=A, A(w)=A, and 
A*(w)= A*. We will prove the theorem only for this specific case and note that we 
only use the fact that u,,, . . . . UN is a projective basis. 
To prove these results, it is sufficient to verify the following: 
(i) for every neZN, there exists a a&YK,, such that ova, 
(ii) if m, nE A, then o(m) =n for some oEgK,N if and only if m = n. Moreover, if either 
m or n belongs to A *, then o(m) = n is equivalent to cr = (0, e). 
If 6’ maps each element in ZN to its equivalence class in (Z’/A)/G,, then (i) and (ii) 
show that it induces an isomorphism between A and (ZN/A)/G,. For any mEZN, by (i) 
there exists a oEgK,N such that o(m)E A. Since a(m)=g(m)+ I for some gEGN and 
k/1, this means that e(m)=e(n) for some Ned. Consequently, B(A)=(ZN/A)/GN is 
verified. Moreover, this mapping is one-one. Otherwise, there exists a geGN and LEA 
such that m=g(n)+rZ for some m,nEA. This gives us m=o(n) where a=(l,g)~Y~,~, 
which contradicts (ii). Moreover, if Ned but n$A *, then there exists a nontrivial 
GE$‘X,N such that o(n) =n. Either nj=O for some j= 1, . . . , N and a=(O, g) where 
g permutes only Uj- 1 and Uj, or CT= 1 nj = K and c = ( K(uo -UN), g) where g permutes 
only u0 and UN. This cannot hold for EA* by (ii), so i3 induces an isomorphism 
between A* and ((ZN/A)/GN)*. 
First, we will prove (i). For all n~i7~ we can write it as I;=, Quj. The nT’s are 
unique up to adding on a constant to each term. Note that n,* - nz =Cr= I nj where 
n=zy= I njej. We will say that n z--n$ equals the length of n. For any IZEZ~, let 
n+ =g(n) where g is the element of GN that gives a unique g(n)EZy . Now we can define 
a sequence {m(l) 1 FEZ+ > as follows: 
(1) m(O)=n+, 
(2) m(l+l)=(m(l)+K(UN-Ug))+. 
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By (2.2), we see that each successive m(l) is constructed by applying an element from 
9?K,N to the previous vector. So if m(l)Ed holds for some finite 1, we have mapped an 
arbitrary element n of ZN in to A using gK,,,. 
Let a be the maximal integer such that m$(O)=m,*(O) and m&,(O)=m~(O). If the 
length of m(0) exceeds K, then 
m0*(0)=m*,(l)=...=mo*(a-l), 
(2.7) 
m;(O)=m*,(l)= ... =inN*(a- 1). 
Hence the length of m(l) is constant for 1 =O, . . . . a- 1. After that, we have 
m,*(O)-mj$(0)>mo*(a)-m;(a) 
Now a < N + 1, so by induction on the length of a positive vector, there exists some 
finite 1 such that the length of m(l) is less than or equal to K. From this we have 
m(l)~A, which finishes the proof of (i). 
For (ii), there exists some geGN by Proposition 2.1, and integers li with Cl”=, Ii=0 
such that 
g(m)+K’ $ liUi=n. 
i=O 
We now set n=Cr=, n:Ui with nF=CjN_i+l nj, and g(m)=CiN_O g(m)te; with g(m): = 
CjN,gml(i)+l mj. For some fixed integer 2, we have the following relations: 
nT-g(m)T+E”=Kli. 
Now choose some arbitrary index and call it i(0). We then have for all i, 
ni’;O,-ni*-(g(m)~O,-g(~)T)=K(~i~O,-~i). 
First, assume that m has length strictly less than K, so 0 d g(m): < K for all i, whereas 
for the n:‘s we have O<nf <K. This gives us 
Ilicol-lil<i Cl~~~~~~~l+l~~~~~~~~~~rn)Tll~~ CK+K162. 
Since the ii’s are integers, we have liCoJ- li equal to - l,O, or 1 for all i. However, 
ii(O)= & ii0 ii(O)= j& .i li(O)-li, 
1 0 
but lice,- li =O for i = i(O), and 1 lice, -lil< 1 in general, SO we get Ilico,ldN/(N+ 1). 
Thus, liCo,=O since liCoj must be an integer. Recall that i(0) was selected arbitrarily, so 
this proves that li =0 for all i. Therefore, g(m)=n, and the rest follows from the 
properties of GN. 
Now suppose that m,nEA and they both have lengths equal to K. Let b be the 
maximal integer such that 
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Given n =g(m)+ 1, we can transform this equation into 5=g(&)+x where 
fi=h(m-Kiou,>, 
g= hgh-‘, 
fi=J.+K’ i h(uj)-vi, 
j=O 
and finally h is the automorphism from GN that makes ii=@-- K. Cszo uj)’ and 
&=(m- K. Cizo Vj)‘. Both + and ii belong to A, but by the definition of b one of 
them does not have a length equal to K. Using our previous argument, we get fi=ii 
and so m=n. Cl 
A consequence of this theorem is that, just as Z’: is a fundamental domain for the 
group GN acting on ZN, we have now shown that d is a fundamental domain for the 
group gK,N acting on ZN. Before we use this observation to state and prove the next 
theorem, we define (- 1)” for all oEgk,N to be the sign of the permutation g where cr is 
of the form (n,g). 
Theorem 2.3. Let T=inf{ t 1 Z(t)EaA}, where aA = A\A*. We then have 
F’,,,(Z(t)=n, T>t)= 1 (-l)“p”-“‘“‘P,,,(Z(t)=o(n)). 
acYK,N 
(2.8) 
Proof. Let r,(m,n) be equal to the right-hand side of (2.8). If pt(m, n)=P,(Z(t)=n), 
then let s,(m,n) be defined as follows: 
sdm, n) = 
pdw n) p=e-(N+‘)a”l(n-mm,(N+ 1)yt). 
P” 
Given the symmetry of the lattice-Bessel functions, we have for all gEGN, 
s&+4, s(4) =s,(m, 4 
and for all kgZN, 
s,(m+k,n+k)=s,(m,n). 
By these two identities, we have for all 0 in g&N, 
s,(M), O(n))= s&m, 4. 
Since we are given 
r&n)= C (- l)aS”-“(“)pt(m,a(n)), 
ao~,,,W 
(2.9) 
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the symmetry of the s&n) also gives us 
r,(m, n) = C (- l)“fia(m)-mpf( a(m), n). (2.10) 
=9&N 
By (2.10), r,(m, n) satisfies the same forward equations as the p&z, n) for the process 
Z(t). For n~i3d, there exists an inversion OE~~,~ (02 =e) such that o(n)=n. Using 
(2.9), it follows that r&n)=0 for all n~dd. Finally if t=O, then po(m,n)=6,,.. By 
Proposition 2.1, we know that o(m) =n if and only if m=n and D= e when meA*. 
Therefore, rO(m,n)=S,,, and by uniqueness, r,(m,n) must equal P,(Z(t)=n, 
T>t). 0 
3. Spectral decomposition 
We will now use this solution to obtain a more tractable representation. First, we 
choose the following basis for ZN: 
A= ej+--eN, ;z;: 
i > 
For any m in ZN, let mN( f) EC;= 1 jmj. We then have 
nt= 5 mjt?j=mN(f)fN+Nfl mjd, 
j=l j=l 
hN=& CAl> 
j=l 
(3.1) 
where [fi] is the integer span ofA. The operation @ denotes here a direct sum of the 
abelian (additive) groups [A] or that ZN = [fr , . . ,fN] and the A’s are linearly 
independent over the integers in ZN. 
Gil: K(Q-uO) for j>2, we have 
Since (N+ l)Kf, = -Cj”=, K(Uj-Uo) and KA= 
A=( z Ml) 0 Cw+l)Khl. (3.2) 
From this, it follows that 
ZN/ArZN,-l @&+1)X. (3.3) 
Let T = ( eie 10 < 8 < 27r}, which is a multiplicative group, and let TN be its N-fold 
direct sum. Its group operation will be componentwise multiplication. Now define 
a group homomorphism C/J from ZN to TN where 
4(m)=(oi’, . . . . o:~-~, w~~~{))~), (3.4) 
with m(N+ l)K = exp(2rci/(N + l)K) and wK E exp (2ni/K). Identifying a primitive gen- 
eratOrOf~~N+,,,Withw(N+l,,, and making a similar association between ZK and ox, 
we see that the kernel of the map $I is precisely A. Thus, 4 induces an embedding or 
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monomorphism of ZN/A into TN. Now define {m, n} as follows: 
N-l 
{m, n] = n ($Jnj. o;EsIJfi)$(f). (3.5) 
j=l 
Note that (m, n> = { m’,n’} when both m and n are congruent to m’ and n’, respect- 
ively, modulo A 
Proposition 3.1. Let 1~ be the indicatorfunctionfor the sublattice A of ZN. We then have 
(3.6) 
Proof. If SEA, then by (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5), we have {m,n}=l, and so l~(n)=l. 
Conversely, if l”(n)= 1 then {m’,n} = 1 for all m’ in ZN, since {m’,n} {m,n> = 
{m’+m,n} and 
1 
{m’7n> rA(n)=[~N:~, ,,& {md=ln(n)’ 
Now if {m’,n} = 1 for all m’ in Z N, let m’=fj. By (3.5) we have (A,n} =wz= 1 for 
j< N - 1; otherwise, {A, n> = o,$‘:,~ = I. BY (3.4), since ddn)=({fi,n}, ~..,{fN,n)), 
we have 4(n)=(l, . . . . l), which is the identity element of TN, and so EA. 
Moreover, when ln(n)# 1, the above argument tells us that lA(n)=O; otherwise, 
{m’,n} = 1 for all m’ and this again would imply In(n)= 1. 0 
Proposition 3.2. If x =(x 1, . . . , xN), then 
Proof. Define an associated group homomorphism $ from ZN to TN as follows: 
~(m)=((el,n},...,{eN,n}). 
This mapping has the following property: 
{m,n}=ti(m)“, 
where $(m)” is the usual #= 1 $(m)J’. By Proposition 
1 x”l(l-m,y)= C x”l,4(A)Z(A--m,y) 
is/f 
=:;: nl+m ln(l+m)r(Ay) 
,.2+m 
(3.7) 
3.1, we have 
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The rest follows from the definition of $(n), the fact that [ZN: A] =KN(N + 1) by (3.3), 
and the generating function relation for Z(A, y). 0 
To simplify the expression for P,(Z(t)=n, T> t), the following quantities will be 
useful: 
To motivate these functions, observe that when N= 1, we have s(I)=cos(rrC/K) and 
6(1, n)=2i sin(xIn/K). 
We now define the following bilinear form on ZN: 
N-l 
(m,n)= C mjllj+mN~~,(f). 
j=l 
Note that (m,n} =exp((Zni/K)( m, n)). It is with respect to this bilinear form that we 
want to define an adjoint matrix. For every gEG, we define cJEGN to be the unique 
integral matrix such that 
(&),n>=(m,s(n)>. 
By inspection, 6(1,n) and E(I) have the following properties: 
4~,g(n))=@4(0,n)=(-I)gU4 
and 
&?(U)=a(O 
for all gEG,. 
Proposition 3.3. Let { io, . . . , &) be a subset of ZN such that 
ij = 
1 
k=$+l.li O<jdN-1, 
-,$, k.ti, .i=N. 
We then have GIN = G(G) and A = A(Q). 
Proof. By inspection, we see that (Go, . . . . 6N) is a projective basis. We can show that 
GN = G(6) by proving that (6 O, . . , &} is “dual” to the projective basis { uo, . . . , UN > in 
the following sense: 
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where 8j.k is the Kronecker delta, i.e. 8j,k= 1 ifj= k, and ~j,k=O otherwise. From this 
and the fact that g(vJ = u,(,), we have J(6j)E f,- I (j), since 
<$?(ij), “k > = < ij, gc”k)) 
-1 
=p+dj-l(j),k 
N+l 
Thus, 6, permutes the ~j’s and SO GN= G(6). 
To compute the (i?j, uk)‘s, we merely decompose the ;j and rk into their orthogonal 
components in the f-coordinate system. The ij’s were defined similarly. The ok’s 
expressed in the f-coordinate system equal 
1 
fi -fN, k=O, 
u = h+l-fk-fN, ldkdN-2, 
k 
WN-fN-1, k=N-1, 
-fN> k=N. 
We will do the case 0 <j< N - 1 and 1 d k < N - 2, noting that the other cases can be 
worked out similarly. For 0 <j < N - 1 and 1 d k d N - 2, we have 
(ij,“k)=( : .h,h+l-h-fN\ 
l=j+ 1 
N-l N-2 
= -(fN.fN)+I=;I <f;~h+~>- 1 (.h.h> 
l=j+l 
-1 
=p+dj,k. 
N+l 
l)fN} is the module basis for A($) Finally, we note that {Kf,, . . ..Kf.-,,K(N+ 
and hence A(6)= A. 0 
Now let d^=d(6), and /!*=A *(i?). The above proposition, combined with 
Theorem 2.2 gives us 
&(ZN/@,. 
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If ((ZN//1)/6,)* equals the coset representatives of ZN/A with full orbits under the 
&-action, we also have 
d^* g ( (ZN/&,)*. 
Theorem 3.4. Let T-inf{ t 1 Z(t)EaA }. We then have 
P,(Z(t)=n, T>t)= 
B”-m 
C 6(1,m)6(1,n)exp(-(N+l)Ca-ye(l)lt). 
KN(N + 1) ,.d^* 
Proof. Combining Theorem 2.3 with (1.1) and Proposition 3.2, we get 
,E; (- l)“B”-b(“)Pm(Z(t) 
K.N 
= 0)) 
=e-(N+l)a*/lnemoe$ (-l)“I(a(n)-m,(N+ 
K.N 
l)v) 
=e -(N+l)=t/Y;V(-l)g 2 Z(g(n)--m+i, 
i.EA 
.> (N + l)rt) 
= e-~~t1~‘+8;)” 
,E’- llg c {l,m- ( I> 
I.HN/A 
g* exP(Yt.jOII,~jl) 
We now simplify the summation term, 
= c {Am}~V,n)exp(y(N+ 1)t.W) 
1s HN/A 
=,g, ,$ (~(,),m)6(~(1),n)ex~(y(N+ l)t.44(4)) 
=,s* ,z, (- lJg{ r,g(m)}6(1,n)exp(y(N+ 1)t.W) 
= 1 6(1,m)6(f,n)exp(y(N+l)t.&(I)) 
/ed^* 
and the rest follows. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let A be the associated Markov generator for the process that acts like 
Z(t) in A * until it is absorbed by the boundary ad. We then have that A is diagonalizable, 
and its spectrum equals 
~(C)=-[~o+...+~N-(~O...~N)l”N+l’ 2 {I,Uj}]=-(N+l)[cc-y.&(f)], 
j=O 
where 1 belongs to d^*. These eigenvalues are all real fund only if N = 1. 
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Proof. If LYE 1 Uje bjf = 0 for all t20 and the bj’s are distinct, then every aj is equal to 
zero. From this it follows that Theorem 3.4 must give the unique spectral decomposi- 
tion for the generator A. The fact that each term is of the form Cy=, Ujeb” precludes 
any nilpotent term associated with the Jordan normal form, so the generator must be 
similar to a diagonal matrix. 
Finally, we note that Cy=, { 1, Uj} determines whether its corresponding spectral 
element is real. If we let I=ei, then for N 32, 
which is real if and only if N = 1. So for N 3 2, the spectrum is never entirely real. 0 
Theorem 3.6. Ifn~ad such that n-q~d*, then 
s f P,(Z(T)=n, T~t)=~i P,(Z(s)=n-~i, T>s)ds, 0 
otherwise, P,(Z( T) = n, T< t) = 0. 
Proof. We use exactly the same argument as that in [l, Theorem 11. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Ifn~ad such that n-ui~d *, then 
P,(Z(T)=n)= 
r.P”- c 6(z,m)6(f9n-ui). KN(N+ 112 ,sd^* a-y’&(I) ’ 
otherwise, P,(Z( T) = n) = 0. 
If our domain were some open connected subset of R2 and our Markov process 
Z were Brownian motion, then our generator A would be the Laplacian, and the 
above formula would be the solution to the Dirichlet problem. We can then refer to 
our formula as the solution to the Dirichlet problem associated with the generator 
A on the domain A. 
4. Quasi-stationary distribution 
For a discussion of quasi-stationary distributions, see [2] as well as [.5]. We are able 
to compute the steady-state distribution of this closed cyclic network conditioned on 
the rare event that no node will ever be idle. 
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Theorem 4.1. The quasi-stationary distribution for Z with respect to the stopping 
time T is 
where n,* = Cr=“=,+ 1 nk, which gives us 
lim P,,,(Z(t)=nI T>t)=z(n). (4.2) 
t+co 
Moreover, ifwe initialize the process Z by this distribution z, then P&?(t) =n 1 T> t)= 
x(n) for all t 2 0 and P,(T> t) = exp( - A,,, t), where 
;Cmax3(N+ 1) ( a-y sm(n(N+ l)lK) sin(n/K) > 
Lemma 4.2. If l=C,NzO 176, and n=J$,nTu,, then we have 
and 
Proof. Since (&, u,) = - l/(N + 1) + 6,,, then 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
From this, the formula for E(Z) follows. 
For 6(1, n), we will abuse notation and view each gEGN as a permutation on both 
sets {uO, ..,, uN) and (0, . . . , N}, so we can make statements uch as g(u,)=u,(,,. We 
will then have 
(~,g(n))= ? f Pn$.(Lug(,)) (4.7) 
*=o s=lJ 
= 2 f Pn,* (-&+A,,,,) (4.8) 
r=O s=* 
(4.9) 
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Making this substitution, we get 
-(l/(N+l))C~=oOI:.~~=oO”: 
6(f, n) = UK . ,g, (- 1)” 1”I CO$“Y (4.10) 
s=o 
Using the definition of the determinant in terms of permutations, we are done. q 
Now we want to select IE~^* such that 
maximizing Re(s(I)). Since there exists a 
these eigenvalues, by Perron-Frobenius 
mizing (&(f)I. By Lemma 4.2, we have 
N 
I&(r)\= -!- I: 
N+lrEoWK ’ c I 
- Re(A(C)) is maximal. This is equivalent to 
nonnegative matrix that can produce all of 
theory, our problem is equivalent to maxi- 
(4.11) 
where l,* > 1: > ... > 1: and 1: - 1: <K. Geometrically, we are finding the centroid for 
N + 1 points that are the vertices of a regular K-gon such that the centroid’s distance 
from the center of the K-gon is maximal. This will be the case only when we take N + 1 
adjacent points on the regular K-gon, and so-&,,,= A(lmax) where 
C~,=Nv*o+(N-l)v^l+...+V*N_l, (4.12) 
which will give us 
lim Z’,(Z(t)=n( T>t)= 
B”. ~(tn,x, n) 
t-m ~,Ed*B’wmaxJ)’ 
Now observe that 
=A exp(rciN/K). 
1 -exp( -27ci(N + 1)/K) 
1 -exp(-Zxi/K) 
1 exp(ni(N+ 1)/K)-exp(-ni(N+ 1)/K) =- 
N+l exp(ni/K)-exp(--i/K) 
1 sin(n(N + 1)/K) 
=- 
N+l sin(x/K) ’ 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
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Using the properties of Vandermonde determinants, we have 
_ 1 1 
=N,~S>, &: (“:+“:).(w~_-o~) 
. / 
=,>;s>, (-2’) , , 
i .sin (i(n:.:)). 
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(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
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